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grip: Nike Air Max Tailwind running shoes woman outside 6 BRS1000 carbon rubber outsole with deep flex grooves combined,
created extraordinary grip but also to strengthen the smooth gait, class design to help you greatly improve running efficiency.
#Air Max series history # 
AIR MAX + 2013
From the first appearance of visible air cushion, Air Max series has gone through 25 seasons, at this important moment of a
milestone, Nike launched a new Air Max + 2013. With new Nike Hyperfuse, dynamic fly line and the whole palm air cushioning, Air
Max + 2013 led the Air Max series again toward another peak forward. Shoes not only light and flexible and tough, monochrome
vamp by showing the beauty of simplicity let the sight of one of the bright. You can even say, Air Max + 2013 is the 21st century by far
the most stunning design. Although India has Air Max shoes heel striking the words, but there is no doubt that, Air Max + 2013 in
addition to Air Max series has inherited the most primitive quality, it is more representative of the future. 
"SneakerFreaker" cooperation content 
#Air Max character # 
PEKING IMPRESSION
Beijing image
riding a Fixed Gear, wearing a pair of vintage shoes, carrying a film camera style, this is our impression that the NIE sign. As a native
of Beijing, the word "Troubleshooters" said Nie Zheng who can get the perfect interpretation. Whether it is the understanding of
sneakers culture or artistic taste of life, he was always talking about. As a veteran of shoes domestic players, Nie Zheng first pair of
shoes Air Max 1987 is the first year in Beijing Lisheng Sports purchased the white and gray color of the Air Max 1. Henceforth it will
be fascinated by this has exposed cushioned running shoes.
DOCUMENTING THE CULTURE 
Records shoes
For all of our favorite shoes, the magazine is more like a private party, it is only open to a group of like-minded people, share
beautiful shoes. As the founder of Chinese shoes culture, participate in the process of founding China's first magazine of shoes,
KaiWei sneakers with the pen records the local culture along the way. He shot a big production of shoes blockbusters never satisfied,
nor meet the world running interviews, collecting treasure those shoes, one daytime and night in exchange for the publication of a
beautifully illustrated books. The Air Max, how will the pen in Kaiwei interpretation of the classic?
Nike basketball Release KOBE X Blackout 2015-02-12 12:51:50
KOBE X, as Kobe Bryant ? tenth signature shoe, the combination of technological innovation and stories about Bryant's power and
determination. Blackout specifically the three performance advantages when Kobe Bryant shoes and effectiveness of Zijin Team, the
legendary story of the daily hard training togetherKOBE X . 
tenth Bryant signature shoe to enhance the performance of three key innovations include: Hybrid cushioning design, advanced
traction systems and seamless upper. When shoes Innovation and inspirational story about the professionalism combine it shows it
is Kobe unique personal legend to its 19-year career. 
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